[Clinical advances in vascular calcification].
The articles providing answers to the questions on vascular calcification of most interest from a clinical point of view were selected. 1. How is it measured?: Studies showing the clinical utility of different tools to quantify it were analyzed. 2. What does it measure?: Both in dialysis patients and the general population, vascular calcification and arterial stiffness are prognostic factors for morbidity and mortality. Other markers such as fetuin-A are associated with mortality in patients on hemodialysis but not in patients in early stages of chronic kidney disease. 3. What causes it?: In two selected studies, it was demonstrated again that low bone turnover and diabetes cause cardiovascular disease and vascular calcification, respectively. 4. How is it treated?: There is still no clinical evidence of regression of vascular calcification. However, a prospective study in new hemodialysis patients showed that sevelamer compared to calcium compounds slows the progression of vascular calcification and confers greater survival. A study comparing both compounds in chronic hemodialysis patients showed that sevelamer only had a benefit on survival in patients older than 65 years. It remains to be demonstrated whether the good experimental results of paricalcitol and cinacalcet are confirmed in prospective clinical studies.